
From: Kimmy Bauer
To: Marcus Beltramo
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Appeal
Date: Monday, March 25, 2024 10:19:44 PM

To whom it may Concern:
My name is Brett Hill iam Writing this letter in Regards of my RV being Towed wrongfully
on Feb 2 2024.
FEB 2 24 .I get a knock on my R. V from Code enforcement stating they were going to put a
Red sticker on it and have my R. V towed that Moment along there was numerous of local
resources as in Cops /Cal Trans Ect..No Warning At All. At the time they came, I was fixing
the Sewage leak that was leaking. Maybe a drip every thirty Seconds is all. And I Completed
the task immediately and was cleaning my mess up when they showed up. As you could see in
the video i submitted it was fixed.  The problem  was done.Code enforcement Said it was Lake
County Health Dept Decision thats Why it was getting Towed ..Immediately i was on the
phone with Craig  from LCDH."Craig said to just fix the problem and he wished me well that
it wasnt his decision his hands were tied. 
The in Cops /Code enforcement continue to bully/ harass/ cuss at me and kicked me to the
curb out on the Streets with  nothing except my dog.
I never have giving them any reason for this and always be Respectful.Its very Personal issue I
and I feel like iam being targeted.
IAM HOMELESS WITH MY DOG!!
MARCUS ALLOWED ME TO GET A FEW ITEMS 2 weeks ago is All.
My RV is fully functionable..Its legally Reg 2024 tags and drives and starts up no problem.
I Deserve to have my RV Back with no Fees as i did what i was suppose to.
Next time they wanna harass and cuss and be a bully and be very un professional while  the
cameras were off. They should maybe pass out some helpful Resource information  for people
that are struggling at this time in the World!!
At this time I only have  a mailing Address .11140 hwy 20 Clo 95423.Email my mom IAM
USING  at this time bauerkim59@gmail.com. 
THANK YOU BRETT HILL
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